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Abstract 

In molecular dynamics applications there is a growing interest in mixed 
quantum-classical models. The quantum-classical Liouville equation (QCL) 
describes most atoms of the molecular system under consideration by 
means of a classical phase space density but an important, small portion 
of the system by means of quantum mechanics. The QCL is derived from 
the full quantum dynamical (QD) description by applying the Wigner 
transform to the "classical part" of the system only. We discuss the con
ditions under which the QCL model approximates the full QD evolution 
of the system. First, analysis of the asymptotic properties of the Wigner 
transform shows that solving the QCL yields a first order approximation 
of full quantum dynamics. Second, we discuss the adiabatic limit of the 
QCL. This discussion shows that the QCL solutions may be interpre-
tated as classical phase space densities, at least near the adiabatic limit 
Third, it is demonstrated that the QCL yields good approximations of 
non-adiabatic quantum effects, especially near so-called avoided crossings 
where most quantum-classical models fail 

Introduction 

In molecular dynamics applications there is a growing interest in including quan
tum dynamical effects into the description of large molecular systems. Unfor 
tunately, full quantum dynamical (QD) calculations for larger molecules are 
beyond the scope of simulations, today and in the next decades. Thus, typical 
molecular dynamics simulations describe the molecular motion by means of clas
sical mechanics; quantum effects are considered only indirectly via parametriza-
tion of the force fields used [1]. In the mixed quantum-classical approach to this 
problem, an important (and mostly small) portion of the system is in fact de 
scribed by the means of quantum mechanics while most atoms are still modelled 
classically. 

The most prominent quantum-classical model is the so-called time-dependent 
Born-Oppenheimer model (BO), going back to the late 20's [8]. In this model 
the quantally modelled subsystem is adiabatically coupled to the classical sub
system, i.e., the classical motion does not change the populations of the quantal 
energy levels of the molecule1 The literature contains an extensive discussion 

1That is, the populations are assumed to be adiabatic invariants as in the wellknown 
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concerning the conditions under which the BO model approximates the full QD 
evolution. In the mathematical literature, this discussion is based on the fact 
that, in many important situations, the chrödinger equation governing the full 
QD evolution, 

iedt* = ( - ^ A , + H(qj) * , (1) 

is a singularly perturbed partial differential equation since e is some small pa
rameter that originates, e.g. from large mass differences between the particles 
in the molecular system (cf. Sec. 2 below). G. HAGEDORN and others have 
demonstrated that —under certain "non-crossing"-conditions—the BO model 
is the singular or adiabatic limit of full QD for e — 0, see, e.g., [13,27,35,41] 
"Non-crossing"-conditions exclude so-called energy level crossings or intersec
tions between the potential energy surfaces2 of the quantum subsystem.3 

Thus, the BO model describes the adiabatic motion of the system. However, 
it leads to entirely wrong descriptions whenever transitions between the energy 
levels of the quantum system play an important role, i.e when the molecular 
dynamics is significantly nonadiabatic. Such non-adiabatic transitions may 
be seen as resonance effects between the classical and quantum subsystems 
and occur whenever the spectral gap between the energy levels of the quantal 
subsystem becomes small enough in comparison to e. The most important 
reasons for such resonances are (a) energy level crossings (zero spectral gap) 
and (b) so-called avoided crossings (small but non-vanishing spectral gaps; see 
the example in Sec. 6). 

The possible effects of energy level crossings on the limit dynamics of full QD 
for e —>• 0 have been analyzed in detail by means of matched asymptotics [23,24] 
Effects of avoided crossings have been studied by asymptotic techniques under 
the assumption that the spectral gap is closing when e tends to zero [25,26] 
These and other approaches [32] are modern rigorous contributions to more than 
60 years of discussion of the well-known Landau-Zener formula [37,53,59] which 
allows to compute the asymptotic effect of avoided crossings in various specific 
situations. 

Non-adiabatic deviations from adiabatic motion are not limited to the well-
known electronic transitions in electronic relaxation processes or reactive molec 
ular collisions. Other examples in realistic molecular systems are proton transfer 
processes in solution [4,6,22, 28, 29, 52, 54, 55] or in the active site of a pro
tein [2,47], electron diffusion in molten salts [51], or photo-induced effects in 
molecular systems [15,36,42,48,58]. In these examples the dynamics is only 
"mildly" non-adiabatic typically, i.e, it can be described with decisive, but 
rather "small" corrections to the adiabatic evolution. However, the mathemat
ical results mentioned above do not suffice to describe most of these processes 
in detail, mainly because of two reasons: they cover rather specific situations 
only, and, as asymptotic results for e —> 0, they (in general) do not include all 
"higher order effects" that are relevant contributions due to the positive value 
of e > 0 associated with the molecular system of interest 

adiabatic theorem of quantum mechanics [7,17,18,34]. 
2 The potential energy surfaces or energy levels are given by the g-dependent eigenvalues 

of the (self-adjoint) Hamiltonian operator H{q) occurring in (1); see Sec. 2 
3More precisely, most types of crossings must be excluded; some specific types (eg codi 

mension 1 and non-transversal) do not effect the adiabati motion [24] 



Since, in most cases, the available theoretical results are not sufficient to 
describe molecular systems of real chemical interest correctly, a whole bunch of 
quantum-classical methods have een introduced in order to allow the numer
ical reproduction of the non-adiabatic corrections for e > 0. Some prominent 
methods have been discussed extensively, e.g., the so-called surface hopping 
method [3,30,55,56], mean-field models like QCMD and TDSCF [9,10,21,50] 
path integral oriented methods [12,45,46], or the semi-classical initial value 
representation [43,44]. For each single of these methods the literature contains 
specific examples in which it reproduces the non-adiabatic effects correctly ut 
also examples in which it fails to do so, cf. Part III of [5]. 

Recently, MARTENS and others introduced a novel density-matrix descrip
tions for the coupling between the quantum and classical subsystem based on 
the so-called quantum-classical Liouville equation (QCL) [33,40]. In addition, 
MARTENS and coworkers also derived a deterministic particle method based on 
the QCL and applied it to certain examples with avoided crossings [16]. Unfor 
tunately, these articles do not contain more than an intuitive derivation of the 

L and its numerical realizations. 
Thus, a variety of quantum-classical methods is available. However, rigorous 

approximation results for these methods concerning non-adiabatic effects are 
extremely rare. This is the case, mainly because the necessary "higher order" 
corrections to the adiabatic limit are difficult to achieve, at least by means of 
the typical techniques like WKB expansions or matched asymptotics. 

Herein, it is proposed to gain higher order expansions by means of the 
Wigner transform [57] and its asymptotic properties as studied by GERARD, 

MARKOWICH ET AL. in their remarkable article [20]. This will permit us to 
analyze the non-adiabatic behavior of the QCL: we will not only present a "first 
order" approximation result for different variants of the QCL (which can be 
generalized to higher orders, see Sec. 4) but will also demonstrate that the 
QCL allows to approximate non-adiabatic quantum effects near avoided cross 
ings (Sec. 6). In this approach, the QCL will result from a partial Wigner 
transform [57] of the full Schrödinger equation of the system. 

The present author expects that the primary importance of the QCL lies in 
the fact that it allows the construction of quantum-classical particle methods, 
either of deterministic character as in [16] or stochastic ones leading to surface-
hopping-like techniques as studied in [33]. Therefore, it is important whether 
the QCL solution may be interpreted in terms of classical phase space densities 
We will be able to justify this by studying the adiaa t ic limit of the QCL and 
exploiting the mathematical discussion concerning Wigner measures [19,38,39] 
see ec 5 

Quantum Dynamical Description 

To simplify the notation we restrict our study to the case of a system with 
just two degrees of freedom x € Em and q € M.d with significantly different 
associated masses, m and M. We suppose that the mass ratio e2 = m/M 
is a small parameter. After an appropriate rescaling [27], the timedependent 
Schrödinger equation of this systems ecomes 

t c f l * = ( - 4 9 + #(«)) *• (2) 



H = H{q) is a (/-parametried, selfadjoint Hamiltoia in the cordinate x, 
which in general is given 

(q) | q) (3) 

where V (xq) denotes the interaction potential of the system (cf. [27]) 
The term — e2Ag/2 denotes the kinetic energy operator in (/-direction; in the 
following, we will often use the short notation T = —e2A9/2 

In general the state space associated with the operator H(q) for some fixed 
position q is L2(Rm). Instead of working in L2(Rm) , we restrict ourselves to 
finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces (dimension AT),4 making H an N x N matrix 
In the chemical literature, H is typically directly given in this form, since the 
chemical preparation of the model already includes the restriction to the sub 
space spanned by the interesting electronic states of the molecule. This is often 
called the diabatic representation of molecular quantum dynamics. Typically, 
the associated diabatic Hamiltonian H has realvalued entries Hki(q) = Vki(q) 
that can be interpreted as interaction potentials between the electronic states 
considered. Furthermore, the diabatic Hamiltonian normally does not depend 
on g. However, some specific situations require the Hamiltonian to be of the 
more general form H{q) = H0(q) eHi(q), see, e.g., [25,26]. 

We assume that the matrix H inherits the self-adjointness of the original 
Hamiltonian, i.e, that H{q) is some Hermitian matrix (H(q) = H(q)* for every 
position q, with * denoting the Hermitian transposition). We moreover always 
suppose in the following that H = H(q) is an arbitrarily smooth (matrix-valued 
function of q which is defined on the entire M.d. 

With H being a matrix, the solution * : Rd x R ->• CN, (q, t) H- *(g, t) of (2) 
is vector-valued. This solution describes what we call the full QD evolution of 
the system. Typically, a proper choice of the coordinate system allows to assume 
that the initial wavefunction "Pj = \t(-,£ = 0) is Gaussian in each component 
or arbitrarily smooth and rapidly decreasing 

Adiabatic Basis Whenever we consider the so-called adiabatic basis in the 
subsequent, let the following "non-crossing" assumption on the eigenspaces and 
eigenenergies of the zero order part HQ of the (/-parametrized NxN Hamiltonian  

H0 + e satisfied: 

A) For every q € H0(q) has N distinct eigenvalues E(q) such that the 
ordering E{q) < < E{q) does not depend on q 

This assumption guarantees that all eigenspaces of H0(q) are one-dimensional 
and that the eigenvalues E E(q) as well as the associated eigenfunctions 

= (q) with 

H0(q)(q) (q)(q), \(q)\\ = V f c = . , 

are smooth functions of q. This is a rather strong and thus convenient assump
tion. It can be substantially weakened in nearly all situations of interest in the 
following; we will give short comments on this question whenever appropriate 

4 The reader may think of a finite dimensional subspace of the original state space Thi 
subspace may, e g , be associated with a suitabl discretization in space 



In the chemical literature the orthonormal set k(q)} is often called the 
adiabatic basis with respect to the Hamiltonian H = H(q). One often finds that 
the solution t = ^(q,t) of (2) is expanded in this adiaa t ic basis: 

(«,* ^2$(q,t(q) (4 
fc=i 

Inserting this into (2) results in the following equation of motion for the vector  
) of expansion coefficients: 

ied(q,t (q)(q,t £ ( q , t 
2 ( 5 ) 

eV(qMq,t ^T(q)(q,t 2 C(q) • D(q,t 

where the matrix-valued functions E, T, and V (the perturbing potential), and 
the tensorvalued function (the coupling tensor) are given 

(q) dmg(Ek(q)) 

(q) VM(q)) 

(q) Tkl(q)) 

(q) (Cfoq)) 
with 

where ( | ) denotes the scalar product in LRd)N. The first two terms on th 
RH of (5) represent the evolution of the "wavefunction" $^ = $k(q,t) on 
the fcth adiabatic energy surface, while the last three terms represent the non-
adiabatic couplings between these surfaces. The definition of the coupling tensor  

has the consequence that for all possile k,lj 

cli ek\ - i ( i e i 

-i ( { g j y ) CI (7) 

i e , a specific antisymmetry which we shortly denote C* = —C in the following 
In the adiabatic basis, the typical initial condition often has the following 

particularly simple form: All entries of (-,£ = vanish excluding a single one, 
(q, t = ), which is given 

(g,t = -j- ex.p( — (q l-p^q (8) 

with some normalization factor such that J \ 2 d 1 for all 0, cf 
[27,49] 

The Wigner Transform 

The typical approach to the reformation of a quantum dynamics in terms of 
classical phase space densities uses the well-known Wigner transform [57]. For 
the coordinate scalings used herein, this transform has to e defined as follows: 

Vkl ( g ) | ( g ) , ( g ) > 

Tkl (q)\(q)) (6) 

&kl (q)\Dqj(q)) 

•D) uCL 



INTION 3 1 The t f o m a i o ef ia 

for scalar functions ip, <p : R —> C, is called the Wigner transform of ip and (p 
For vectorvalued arguments, e g , for i(p £ L2(Rd)Ar, the Wigner matrix is 
defined 

(V 0)(g (27r) j ^ f
y ^ ) ® e | ) exp( (10 

where <g> defines the tensor product of vectors 

In the following, S' denotes the dual space to the space S of all rapidly 
decreasing functions.5 The Wigner transform can be defined as a bilinear map
ping from <S'(Rd) x <S'(Rd) to S'(M Ed) (in the scalar case) and also as a 
mapping from <S(Ed) x <S(Kd) to S(E.d x M.d). For the cases considered herein, 
the following property will be of importance: If ip and (p lie in some bounded 
subset of L2(Ed), then (the family) w(iip) lies in some bounded s u s e t of 
<S'(Rd) (Prop. 1.1 in [20]). 

It is an immediate consequence of the definition that for scalar i < 

(iM w{^y (ii) 

Thus, the Wigner transform we(tp,ip) of ip is real-valued. 
The Wigner transform is of particular importance since it allows to reformu

late quantum dynamical expectation values in terms of their classical counter 
parts. To understand this, let us first consider the position densities associated 
with the full quantum dynamical description and its Wigner transform: 

3.1 Position Densities and Wigner Measures 

Due to the typical interpretation of quantum mechanics, the wavefunction ip = 
ip(q,t) corresponds to the position density \tp(q,t) |2, that is, the probability 
density for finding the corresponding quantum system in position q. One of the 

asic properties of the Wigner transform is that, for smooth functions ip and 

f %i<)(q iP(q)(q) (12) 
J 

Thus, the position density associated with the wavefunction ip = tp(q) can al 
ternatively e expressed by (iip)dp with the immediate consequence that 

/ / (iip)(q / V(<z)| 
JR JR JR 

The last formulae seem to state that we(ip,ip) might be nonnegative. However, 
we(ipip) can have negative values and only its Huisimi transform (the convolu
tion with two narrow Gaussians in the position and momentum space, see [39] 
is a pointwise nonnegative function. Despite this, we(ip,ip) is often interpreted 
as a probability density in phase space. Under certain conditions this is justified, 
at least in the l i m i t > 0: 

5We will use the notations 5 and S with respect to functons living on different def in ion 
domains; if not explicitly stated the exact meaning should be clear from the context 



P R O P O S T I O N 3.2 ( [19] and [20], Prop. 1.3) Let (tpe) be some bounded family in 
L2(E.d)N of vector-valued functions. LetW0 be the limit of the Wigner matrices 
W(ipek,tpek) of some subsequence (tpek). Then, W is nonnegative matrix-
valued measure6 called the Wigner measure. 

3.2 Weyl O p e r a o r s and Expecta t ion Values 

Let Dq denote the derivative with respect to q and let us now consider some 
pseudo-differential operator A(qeD) related to the symbol A (q e 
S'(Rd x Rd) and defined via 

(qe)u)(q) — ^ [ f (qe$) u() exp((q (13 
{2n) 

for u S 5(E d ) . One can easily generalize this definition for matrix-valued sym
bols; as a simple example for matrix-valued pseudo-differential operators, con
sider the Hamiltonian 

(qe - q + H{q) 

associated with the full Schrödinger equation (2) from ec. 2. The corresponding 
matrix-valued symbol is ~H(q,p) = |p|2/2 + H(q). 

The Weyl operator associated with the pseudo-differential operator (q e 
is defined via 

Aw(qe)u)(q) ^ L _ £ j ^ - ^ \ u <?<-** * (14) 

Whenever A is a sum of two expressions that depend on and on only, 
respectively, we find 

(q = a(q) + b Aw(qe (qe 

For other observables, the Weyl operator and the corresponding pseudo-differential 
operator are different. However, even in these cases one can often evaluate the 
symbol A associated with some given Weyl operator Aw (or find an asymptotic 
expansion in terms of e; cf. Appendix A). 

Let now (-, -) denote the duality bracket between S' and S. A quantum 
observable is a selfadjoint Weyloperator with associated symbol A £ S'. The 
quantal expectation value of the oservable Aw(- e ) with respect to the quan
tum state e S is given b 

Aw(-e))f Aw(;e)i 

while the expectation value of the associated classical observale with respect 
to the Wigner transform we (x xp) of tp can be written as 

]W* = {{ii>) (q)w(''iP)(q 

That i for any z £ C * , we have zW°z > 0 



onsequently, the general identity 

we(i( for (&S or (£S (15) 

guarantees that [A]^^,) = (Aw)^, i.e., we can compute quantal expectation 
values via classical expectation values of the Wigner transform. This relation is 
particularly simple whenever is the sum of some function of q only and some 
function of p only: 

(q = a{q) + b {-e)) A]wsW (16 

For matrix-valued operators, the expectation values are defined via the cor 
responding traces, i.e., if $ = *f(g) is some vector-valued wavefunction and 
Aw(q,eDq) some (selfadjoint) matrix-valued Weyl operator, the expectation 
value is given by 

t T { { ; e * } 

If (q) is the associated matrix-valued symol we have the identity 

t r A w ( - e * } tr $, * (17) 

3.3 Asymptotic Properties 

In the sequel we will be interested in studying the asymptotic expansion of 
the action of some pseudo-differential operator under the Wigner transform. 
Therefore, we will frequently make use of the following 

ASSUMPTION 3.3 Suppose that A is smooth matrix-valued symbol i.e A 
C°(Md xR)nxn such that, for some M > and every multiindex a G N x N 

D?(q)\ < ( l )M 

componentwise 

For symols satisfying this assumption the following asymptotic expansion 
is valid: 

LEMMA 3.4 ( [20], Prop. 1.4) Let { , } denote the classical Poisson bracket,7 

and suppose that the matrix-valued symbol B satisfies Assumption 3.3. Then, 
for vector-valued ( lying in some bounded subset of LRd)N e have 

^B{-e)^4 {^4 H ( V 0 ) } 2i?e (18 

^ ( ; e = W^^B ^ ^ ^ ^ 2Q 

it being bounded in S1 

Lemma 3.4 will be our main working tool. The reader might notice that the 
results of [31] Sec 185, allow to calculate the next terms in the expansions, 
too 

7 That is, for smooth functions ip = ip(q,p) and <fi = 4>{q,p) w r t e {ip,4>} = D p i ) 
A<K<Zp) — Dqtl>(qp) • DP4>(qp). For matrix-valued arguments, the order is relevant 



REMARK .5 Closer inspection of the proof in [20] reveals that the action of R 
(and of Qe respectively) is more precisely characterized by the following: there 
is some famil {r} C S being bounded in S, such that the reminder R in (18 
satisfies 

( A ) = (Aw (19 

for any matrix-valued symol £ S. 

The symbol Tip) = \p\2/2 associated to the kinetic energy operator T = 
—e2A9/2 satisfies Ass 3.3, such that, due to Lemma 3 4 the action of T under 
the Wigner transform is given by 

il>) \ i ' i p ) j % ' ^ + O 

But straightforward computations reveal that exactly 

ip) itTtp) -iep-Dqitp,ip), (20 

ie that the a o v e )error term vanishes for this specific difference 

Quantum-Classical Liouville Equation 

We will consider q to be the "classical" coordinate and x to have significant 
"quantum" nature. Thus, we are interested in some description of the system in 
which the distribution in q is modelled by a kind of classical phase space density 
while the other degree of freedom is modelled quantally, i.e., in our formulation 
by some vectorvalued wave-"function" or the corresponding density matrix 

4.1 Partia igner Transform 

To this end, we will apply the Wigner transform to the vector-valued solution 
$e = $e(g, t) of (2).8 In contrast to the typical application of Wigner transforms 
in quantum theory, we apply the Wigner transform to the g-coordinate only, 
leaving the "quantum nature" in the other degree of freedom untouched: This 
leads to the Wigner matrix 

(q,P,t) i;t^(;t))iqp) (21) 

Because of (11) this Wigner matrix We is a Hermitian matrix. 
In order to determine the equation of motion governing W, we have to 

introduce the formal notation 

Kt(q (27r) e x p ( ( q ± /2) 

denoting some operator for which the convolution with matrix-valued functions  
iqP) is defined by 

Kf* iq,t / iq-r(qn,tdn. 

8 The super-index is often used to indicate that we are concerned with a famil of solutions 
depending on the parameter e 



Using this notation, simple explicit cmputations reval that the evoluion o 
the Wigner density matrix p defined by (21) is given by the following Wigner 
equation 

dt • Dq - ( (22) 

with initial values given by the Wigner density matri \ ) asso
ciated with the initial wavefunction \ t | . 

Obviously, we can repeat the same procedure for the adiabatic representation 
(5) of QD, that is, we can also consider the adiabatic density matrix >Vad i e 
the partial Wigner transform of the solution of (5): 

W^(q,t &(;t(-,t))(q 
(23 

j 2 ^ I ^ ) ( 4)eMp) 
Since the adiabatic basis ek = e(q) depends on q, it is, at least at first 

glance, not clear which is the relation between the two Wigner density matrices  
and Wad But application of Lemma 3 4 yields the following 

COROLLARY 4.1 Suppose that the family { f e} of solutions of (2) lies in some 
bounded subset of LRd)N Then, the two families Wigner matrices  

t ) and Wad ) are related via 
. 

Wli f ([Wde]kl (24) 

where c is bounded in S', and [ W a d ] + Y,j[PjW^ 

Proof: By applying Lemma 3 4 to (4) we find the following 

^ ^ ^ ) ) 

Wm ^W;^ 

±W;l 
2% 

where is ounded in S' oreover, we have (using the notation introduced 
above) 

^-D P „ a d W*e-
n=l j=l 

Inserted a o v e , this yields (together with *): 

ii • D;f • D ; d 2 i 

10 



f r m which t e a i o n follows D 

2 i r t p p o x i m i o 

We now want to find asymptotic expansions of the equations of motion governing 
We and Wad>e. In order to handle the two representations of QD (equations (2) 
and (5)) simultaneously, we consider the following general Schrödinger equation 

ied y + £e(q) (q) • ( (25) 

where £e(q) = J2j=o e^j(o) ^s Hermitian matrix-valued and C = C(q) may be 
some smoothly q-dependent, realvalued tensor as C in (5), which satisfies the 
antisymmetry relation C* —C in the sense of (7) Thus, £ H0, £ = H 
£2 0, and C 0 lead to (2), while £ E , = V /2, and ^ 
yield (5). 

Let us denote the operator on the RH of (25) by the Weyl operator 

(qe - A q + £ - ( (26 
V v  

=BW(eDq 

Since Hw and Bw are no longer simple sums of terms depending on q or eDq 

only, it is not automatically clear which symbols are associated with them. But 
due to the results presented in Appendix A, the symols can be computed and 
are given by 

{q \ + £M ie(q) y (g) (27) 
v v  

=B( 

where Dq C is matrix-valued with entries (Dq • C)ki = 5^• DqjC
J
M. 

We will have to make the following technical assumptions on the general 
Hamiltonian Tw: 

(Bl) H is essentially selfadjoint on L(Rd) 

(B2) Its symol H satisfies Assumption 3 (uniformly for all 0 < ) 

These assumption are valid for a rather wide range of interaction potentials 
defining the original quantum Hamiltonian H. They allow to prove the following 

THEOREM 4.2 Let * (q,t) be the solution of (25) with (uniformly nor 
malized initial conditions ^ t = 0 ) 0 Moreover, let W = W(^^ de
note the corresponding partial Wigner transform Then the evolution 

9Due to (27) this implies that H £ 5 2 (K d x Kd) uniformly with the consequence that the 
Sobolev space H2(Rd) is in the domain of Hw. 

1 0That is, for all values of e, the family of initial conditions i ying on the uni sphere i 
^ ) ^ , cf. (8) 

11 



( g , t is gverned by the folloin equation of motion 

dt{qp,t i [ £ ( q ) ( q ) i e ( q ) ( q , t ) } 

- D ( q , t ± ( q ) ^ , t ) } (28 

where the family of functions Re Re (q, p, t) is uniformly (in e and t) bounded in 
S' and [ ± denotes the usual commutator and anticommutator, ie, [ B]  

± BA for two square matrices 
Additionally, we exactly have € = whenever , and 

is linear in q componentwise 

Proof: Differentiation of the definition of yields 

iedt t € Ö $ * ,iedt* (29 

Inserting the equation of motion (25) governing \Pe, each of the two terms on 
the RHS of (29) can be handled y applying Lemma 34: 1 1 

e(ied^e) ~ y * 

where is ounded in S1. Inserting this together with equation (20) into (29) 
we find 

iedt -ie-D (BW j }) 2R 

where Re is again bounded in S1. Using the explicit representation (27) of the 
symol B and the antisymmetry of C we easily compute that 

e - £0+ i e C } 
e} q - D p p

e - D q £ 0 + , 

where again and are ounded in S' Putting all this together, we end 
up with 

-D -£0+W] e] 

^ % + 

where Re = Re + ri i 6 + r2,e is bounded in S'. 
Explicit calculations concerning the error terms associated with B show that 

Re = 0 whenever £ = £2 = 0 , C = 0, and the second derivative of £ vanishes, 
i e if £ is linear in q componentwise D 

We are now interested in studying the properties of the solution of (28) with 
the reminder set to zero 

1 A s u m p t o n (Al) implies that the evolution of (25) is unitary, so that | |*e(t) | |2 = | |*E (* = 
0)12 in L2(Rd)N. Thus, Lemma 3 4 can be applied since >Fe = * e ( t ) lies in some bounded 

12 



DEFINITIO t t e a m p i o n of Thm. alid a Th 
equation 

9 t ( q , t \ (q) (q) i e ( q ) (q,,t)]_ 

(q,t | q £ { q ) ( q , t ) ] + 

with initial conditions pe(t = 0) = We(^>ei, \&j) given by the initial conditions 
$(t 0) = ^ of the Schrödinger equation (25), is called the quantum-
classical Liouville equation (QCL); we refer to its solution pe = p(q,t) as to 
the QCL solution. We sometimes express the QCL in the form iedp = Cfp 
the operator eing defined via the RHS of (30) is called the QCL operator: 

REMARK 4.4 The special case Re = 0 for £\ = £2 = 0, C = 0, and linear £0 
shows that the QCL reproduces the well-known Landau-Zener formula for the 
nonadiabatic redistribution of populations in a two-state quantum system which 
passes through an avoided crossing. This can be seen as follows: According to its 
original derivation by ZENER [59], this formula holds, if = £2 = 0, C = 0 and 
(a) the transition zone of the avoided crossing is small, (b) H0 is componentwise 
linear in this transition zone, and (c) the off-diagonal entries of H0 are small 
enough compared to the kinetic energy of the system. Thus, the fact that the  

is identical to the Wigner equation for £1 = £2 = 0, C = 0, and linear 
£0 = H0, demonstrates that the QCL embodies the full QD effects in exactly 
the case satisfying the conditions for ZENER'S derivation. Obviously, this is 
not a rigorous mathematical statement, but its rigorous justification is a severe 
problem (see [25,26]) and not the aim of this article 

E x p e t a t i o n Values Next, the question will be addressed to which accuracy 
the QCL solution allows to compute the expectation value of an observable 
associated with some matrix-valued symbol Therefore, one should remember 
that the expectation value of an observale S( d) with respect to some 
density matri £ S' is given by 

tr( 

We will show that the expectation values (pe,A) computed due to the 
solution pe are 0(e)approximations of the expectation values We(^ $ 
computed due to the Wigner transform of the full QD solution *f>e. 

For any fixed e, the QCL operator C generates the semigroup Ue(t), i.e. 
the QCL solution can e written as pe(t) = U ( 0 ) . Due to the assumptions 
on the Hamiltonian %w above, the semigroup Ut(t) maps S to S, and S' to S' 
The special properties of the and of C imply that, for every e > 0, 

-t)) for all € « e « S ' (31) 

This insight leads to the following 

THEOREM 4.5 Suppose that the assumptions of Thm. 1^.2 are valid and that a 
finite time span [0, T] of interest is given. Let the solutions of the Schrödinger 
equation (25 be denoted by and the solution of the QCL ( b y . Then, 



for any observable A e S(M.d x B.d) there exists some constan such that for 
all e > 0 and for all € [ T 

\{W{*,*%A) (p,A)\ < C (32) 

Proof: Due to (28) and Thm. 42 , we can express the Wigner matrices of the 
QD solutions in the form 

V)( ie t -

which (together with (31)) yields 

* -ie -t)) 

o 

which implies the assertion since is ounded in < 1 D 

As a consequence of this theorem and equation (15), the QCL solution p al 
lows to compute the quantal expectation values with respect to the QD solutions 

e = $(q,t) due to 

/ t r 4 w * } 

for all quantum servales given y symols S(Rd 

REMARK 4.6 We have to accept the restriction to observables induced y sym
bols from <S, since we decided to consider the Wigner matrices as distributions 
from S'. The main reason for this decision lies in the fact that, in the limit 
e —> 0, typical initial conditions like (8) lead to 5-like Wigner matrices. When
ever one can guarantee that We(^>, \te) remains in some bounded s u s e t of <S 
one may allow for observables associated to polynomially growing symbols. But 
even the restriction to S is no serious limitation: For Hamiltonians satisfying 
Assumptions (Bl) and (B2) initial conditions like (8), and finite time intervals, 
the QD solution remains to be exponentially small outside of some sufficiently 
large compact subset K of the position space Rd. Thus, we may neglect the 
exponentially small error introduced by replacing an observable associated to 
some symbol A € C°° by the observable associated to the symbol <p • e S 
where </? is some smooth, compactly supported function with L 1 

4.3 QCL in iabatic and Adiabatic Basis 

Suppose that the d iaa t i c Hamiltonian H(q) Ho(q) + (q) satisfies the 
assumptions (Al) and A2) Then, the diabatic CL reads 

dt(q,t i[H(q),(q,t)} 

- D ( q , t ± H 0 ( q ) ( q , t ) } 

12In the proof of Thm. 4.2, the reminder Re resulted from applications of Lemma 3 4 . Thus 
the terms (Re,AUe) can be expressed as in (19) in Rmk. 3.5. This implies the required uniform 
bound since the L2-norm of ^ e is independent of t and e and the (AUe)

w and r resulting 
from the application of (19) are bounded in the operator norm in L2 uniformly i (cf [31] 
Lemma 1861) 



REMARK 4.7 The r e a d r might notice that, for the diabatic QCL, the state
ments of Thms. 42 and 4 5 are valid even if energy level crossings or not ex
cluded. 

Analogously, if the adiabatic Hamiltonian E(q) (q) • ( ) ) satisfies 
the assumptions Al) and A2), the equation 

dt^(q,t i[E(q) ( q ) ( q ) ) ^(qp,t)} 

- D ^ ( q , t \ { q ) ^ { q , t ) ] 

is called the adiabatic QCL. 

Total ergy The total energy observable associated with the Wigner trans 
form W $ ) of the d iaa t i c QD solution is given by 

d-(q, \ (q) 

The associated expectation value is conserved along the evolution, i e 

T ( d i V ) ) const 

The solution p of (33) also conserves this magnitude, but only if H HQ. 
Due to (27), the total energy observable associated with the exact Wigner 

transform W $e) of the QD solution $ e in adiaa t ic basis is given by 

H*d(q,p ± {q) (q) ie(q) • - ( q ) 

with the property that 

*de( 

This total energy expectation value is not conserved along the evolution of 
the adiabatic QCL (in contrast to the servations for the diabatic QCL); the 
associated expectation value tr {'H*" *d' dq is conserved up to order 
only 

Energy Level Populations In order to discuss nonadiabatic effects we have 
to introduce the notion of "energy level populations" for the different types of 
description. To this end, let Vj = Vj(q) denote the orthonormal projection 
onto energy level j , which (under the assumptions of Sec. 2) is given by Vj 
ej(q) <8> e(q)*. In the full QD and Wigner description the population of level 
is defined 

J iqWiqM | t r (V(q) W *)(q,t)) (35) 

The analogous definitions for the adiaa t ic and d iaa t i c representations are 

0? j\x{q){q,t)} (36 

£(q,t (37) 

The relation between the jd and the full QD populations dq is discussed 
in Sec 5 and illustrated in ec 6 



Adiabatic it of the 
For the sake of simplicity we directly use the adiabatic basis to discuss the adi 
abatic limit of the QCL. To this end, we turn back to the Schrödinger equation 
(5) in this basis: Let $ e denote the family of solutions, and "K H(q,p) the 
matrix-valued symol of the associated Hamiltonian 7iw (given b (26) with 
£o = E, £i = V, £ = T, and C / 0) which is again supposed to satisfy 
assumptions (Bl) and (B2) given on page 11 

The eigenvalues of the zero order part £0 E of the Hamiltonian are exactly 
the eigenenergies Ek = E(q), k = 1 , . . . ,N, which are supposed to satisfy 
Assumption (A) on page 4. The corresponding eigenvectors are the unit vectors 
Uk, k = 1 , . ,N, of the coordinate directions (with entries = where 
denotes the Kronecker symbol). 

inally, let the family of initial conditions $} = $e(-,t = 0) be bounded in 
L(E.d)N and suppose that p° is the unique Wigner measure of the family ($} 
(cf Prop. 32) and that it satisfies 

tv limsup (38 
£->0 

This condition allows a trivial physical interpretation and is satisfied for initial 
conditions like (8) that are typical for applications in physical chemistry1 

Under these conditions, the following theorem holds: 

THEORE 5.1 The solutions (q,t) of the classical Liouville equa
tions 

dt • D (39 

it initial conditions given by the diagonal entries of p, i.e by / 9 ( 0 ) 
Pi k are continuously dependent positive measures on Rd x Rd. The family 
of Wigner matrices W = W(q,t) associated with the family of solutions 
$% and the family of solutions pad, of the adiabatic QCL (34), both, converge 

eak- in L S ' ) to the (diagonal matrix-valued measure 

Y (40 
fc= 

and the corresponding position densities $ ® ( $ ) converge in L(R,S) weak- 
to JRd p(•, dp, ) . Furthermore, the diagonal entries of the Wigner matrices 

W and the diagonal entries of the solution *d, of the adiabatic QC converge 
locally uniformly wit respect to 

and tC (41) 

Proof: The asserted weak-* convergences are corollaries to Thm. 6 1 in [20] 
(the additional correction on the RHS of the limit equation (6.10) in [20] van
ishes in our special case) The assertion concerning the uniform convergence 

1 3It can be checked without explicit reference to the Wigner matrix p°: Sec 1 in [20] 
contains equivalent conditions in the form of direct conditions on the decay of < and its 
Fourier transform 



follows a l o g the same line of argument as in [10,11,20], since the diag en 
tries of [E,p]- = [£o,p]~ vanish so that the time derivatives dW and p^ 
of the diagonal entries are ounded in L°(R S' xR)) D 

Theorem 5.1 demonstrates, that the highly oscillatory parts in the adia-
batic QCL (34) (ie., the first term on its RHS) do not contr iute to the limit 
dynamics, but embody oscillatory corrections to the adiabatic behavior 

The scalar functions p°'k = p°'k(q,p, t) are classical phase space distributions 
that are transported along the energy surfaces Ek = (q) according to the 
classical Liouville equation (39). Thus, the total mass 6% = j p°'k(dq,dp,-) of 
each p°' is conserved — it is nothing but the population of the corresponding 
energy level. Thus, along the limit solution, the populations are constant. In 
addition, the uniform convergence stated in (41) guarantees that the family of 
energy level populations given y the QCL solution ad' converges uniformly to 
these constants: 

f J ltid' t for e -

Thus, the QCL populations come out to be adiabatic invariants, i.e., they con
verge to constants in the adiabatic limit, exactly as in the alternative approaches 
to the adiabatic limit of QD [10,11,13,27,41]. As a consequence, the relation 
between the QC populations Jd and the populations dq in full 
QD comes out to e of the form 

f (l) (42) 

REMARK 5.2 Concerning the spectrum of the zero order part of the Hamilto-
nian, weaker assumptions than the "non-crossing"-assumption A are possile 
(cf. [20] ec. 6) 

REMARKS 5. 1. The application of the general Thm. 6.1 in [20] to the 
diabatic QCL yields the analogous adiabatic limit. To achieve this, some 
assumption excluding energy level crossings as, e g Assumption A is re 
quired. 

2. In the diabatic case, the diagonal entries of the Wigner matrices do not 
converge uniformly as in the adiaa t ic case Consider, e g the g-indepen-
dent Hamiltonian 

(q) with eigenvalues E 0 and E 

Then, the diagonal entries of the d iaa t ic Q L solution for initial condi 
tions are given 

u(q,t - ( 1 c o s — u ( q p t 

- ( 1 cos — f l 2 { ( P t 

22(q,t - ( 1 c o s — n ( q p t 

,„ 
^ c o s — f l2{qpt 



with (o ly) weak c o n v r g c e in oth c ses 

onadiabatic Effects 
Up to now we only discussed the adiabatic limit behavior and the asymptotic 
approximation properties of the different versions of the QCL. We observed that 
the QCL may allow to reproduce Landau-Zener-like redistributions of popula
tions in full QD (see Rmk. 4.4). However, the question remains to which extent 
and with which precision the reproduction of nonadiabatic effects in QD may 
be possible whenever the parameter e is small but not arbitrarily small. In 
this section we will compare the nonadiabatic effects in the Q and the QD 
solutions of a generic example 

6.1 An Avoided Crossing ample 

In the subsequent, let us consider the particularly simple test case where the 
quantum subsystem can be described as a two state system and the classical 
subsystem is onedimensional. Thus, q ffi1 and the full chödinger equation 
has the form: 

uA £ +H{£ $ , (43 

with (q) denoting the 2 x 2 hermitian matrix 

The wavefunction $ e L2()xL2 R) consists of two components \ 
each of which a function in q and t. 

Herein, we choose the potentials to be V\(q) = 2 and ^iq) = 1/M- The 
interpretation is as follows: V\ describes a harmonic bond, V2 a repulsive poten
tial, and c a weak coupling between these two (electronic) configurations. We 
choose e = 0.01 which is a suitable scaling for electrons. In the following we set 
c = 1. For the choices made, Fig. 1 shows the energy eigenvalues E\ = E{q) 
and E2 = E2(q) < E\{q) of H(q) and the corresponding off-diagonal entry C\ 
of the coupling tensor C. Notice that there is some "transition zone" around 
q = 1 where the gap between the two energy levels is minimal and the coupling 
tensor entry significantly large. 

We are interested in the following initial condition: Let e\ = e\(q) be the 
eigenvector to Ei, q0 =0 .4 and po = 1. Then the initial wavefunction is centered 
at c with momentum expectation and the energy level E is occupied only, 
i.e. 

(g,t = i e x p ( £ ( < i ^q) (44) 

Figure 2 illustrates the full quantum dynamical solution of (43) for the initial 
condition given. We observe that the centers of the two components $1 and 
$2 of the wavefunction diverge when crossing the transition zone. The motion 
of each of these two centers is governed by the Born-Oppenheimer solutions on 
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0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1. "85 ^ \ 

q q 

F i g u r e 1: (a) Potentials Vi and V2 (solid lines) and enegy levels E and E (dashed l i ) 
versus q (b) Non-d i aba t i c coupling matrix element C12 versus q 

the corresponding4 energy levels E\ and E2 (cf. Fig. 2). We can conclude 
that the non-adiabatic effect of the transition zone induces some significant 
population of the initially unoccupied energy level whereas the motion outside 
of the transition zone is governed y classical dynamics on the energy levels and 
induces the oserved divergence 

F i g u r e 2: voided Crossing Example: Evolution of the full QD wavepacke in q and for 
parameter e 0.01 bsolute value of (a) and (b) 

2 De rmin i s i c I r fo th A d i a i c QCL 
In the subsequent, a deterministic integrator for the adiabatic QCL will be 
constructed based on some finitedifference-like spatial discretization of the cor 
responding phase space and on a Trotter-splitting in time. This methods is 
introduced only to compute a reliable, highly accurate numerical solution of the 

14Away from the transition zone, the eigenvectors of H are approximately given by the two 
unit vectors 



QCL, not to etablish a compeitive numerical solver for such equations of mo
tion.15 The QCL should rather be seen as the starting point for the derivation of 
quantum-classical particle methods, either of deterministic character as in [16] 
or in stochastic form as variants of the surface-hopping technique. 

In order to propagate the adiaa t ic Q L equation (34), we use the following 
decomposition of its RHS 

dt*
d , ^ d - r * r * 

— v — , 
(7 ad . 

-D -

with the following obvious physical interpretations: C represents th exchang 
between the energy levels, E the oscillatory phase effects, and L emodies the 
transport on the level surfaces. 

For stepsizes r = 0(e), we may approximate the L evolution *d p*d( 
y the following Trotter splitting up to order 0(): 

-d{T) s f exp(rL) e x p ( r ) exp( E)*d(0) 

For the sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the case N = 2, i.e., we 
consider two energy levels only. Moreover, we assume that the eigenvectors 
e*; = ek(o) oi H (q) are realvalued,16 so that the coupling matri is zero 
on the diagonal: 

< " < « ( 9 ) < " 

with 7 (q (q) 

Under these conditions we can easily find numerical realizations for each of the 
three suproblems: 

1: The oscillatory phase effects do not change the diagonal entries of ad: 

p( E ) * d pH e M ^ 7 L l d 

c c P22 

: The exchange etween the energy levels is generated y a rotation by th 
angle T 7 ( g ) : 

e x p ( r C a d exp(r ad exp( 

(T^) sin(r7) 
wi exp(r N , , 

v m(T~f) c s ( r7J 
15Based on the technique introduced herein, numerical integraton of the QCL definitely 

produces more computational effort than numerical integration of the full Schrödinger equation 
tself. 

1 6This is always possibl tself is realvalued 
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: The t r a n s p t o e level surfaces r i r e s an ap rox ima io of t 
Hamiltonian flow T

kl on the surfaces Eki (E + E/2: 

exp(TL)^ Vki(q ti ^ { ^ 

which is realized via the wellknown Verlet discretization ^ of ^ given 
by 

/2 

M(l (Q w i t h Ekl(q 

In order to realize this step, we have to introduce some (spatial) dis 
cretization of the interesting phase space volume. We will herein choose a 
uniform grid with nodes (qj,pr)- Let ad be given on the grid and let p^ 
denote the linear interpolation of p*d etween the nodes. Then, the new 
values on the nodes are computed via 

mi(q pldiki(q)) 

6.3 QCL Solution o the Avoided Crossing ample 

The initial state given in (44) implies the following initial condition for the 
adiabatic QCL evolution: 

S(g ^ e x p ^ ^ exp fa)! ^ ( 0 < ( 0 

In order to approximate the solution pad p*d(t) of (34) numerically, the in
tegration scheme explained in Sec. 6.2 above was applied based on a highly 
accurate box discretization of the interesting phase space volume.17 The result 
ing energy level populations (see (37)) are illustrated in comparison with the 
exact QD populations in Fig. 3 below. Obviously, the QCL solution allows an 
intriguing reproduction of the nonadiaatic effects in full QD. 

1 

0.8 

0. 

0. 

"0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
t 

F i g u r e 3 : voided Crossing Exampl Evolution of the energy level populations for = 0.01 
Solid lines QD; dashed lines: Q L 

1 T h e (g,p)-volume [0.01,4] x [—1,4] was divided into 1000 500 nodes. The stepsize of 
the Trotter splitting was set to r = e/10 
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In order to compare the QCL soluion with t e QD s l u i o n , we examin 
the QCL position densities defined 

?(q,t fct(9>*(?W(«) 

where e\ denotes the j th component of the eigenvalue e*. The numerical approx
imations of the Qj'j are shown in Fig. 4. Comparison with Fig. 2 (QD solution) 
shows that even details of the full quantum evolution can be reproduced by the 
QCL dynamics. To allow a detailed inspection of the slight differences visible, 
Fig. 5 shows some snapshots of the QCL and QD distributions It becomes 
clear, that the most significant differences between the Q and QD densities 
are differences in the width of the distriutions 

F i g u r e 4 : voided C r o i g Example: QCL position densities. Squa root of the absolute 
value of (a) Q\\ and (b) 22 v e r s u s Q a n d *• To be compared with the QD position densities 
shown in Fig 2 

t=0.2/0.4/0.6/0.8 t=0.2/0.4/0.6/0.8 

1 
0'— 
0.5 1.5 

q 

0.5 1 1.5 2 0.5 1 1.5 
q q 

F i g u r e 5: Comparison between QD and position densities at times t = 0 . 2 / 0 . / 0 . / 0 . S 
for = 0.01. On top QD ( | t ) | and | * ) | ) ; bottom ^ ( t ) and ^ C * ) ) 

L s t but not least, we will inspect the behavior of the off-diagonal entry o 
the QCL solution. Fig. 6 shows the snapshot of the solution at to = 0.5, i.e., as 
it moves through the transition zone; we observe that the off-diagonal entry is 
oscillatory and takes significantly large values 
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F i g r e 6: Snapshot of the solution of the adiabatic QC for 0. The three left 
hand side figures show the associated position distributions Q\\, Q22 12 ( v e r s u s l) j the 
three right hand side figures the corresponding momentum distributions ^ V%2 V{£ V?£ 

Pjt(qP,)dq, versus p 



Appendi A: Product Weyl O e r a t o and ss 
ciated S y b o l 
Suppose that A and B are matrix-valued symbols with A £ S and B satisfying 
Assumption 3.3. Let Aw and Bw be the associated Weyl operators. Then, also 
the product operator is a Weyl operator. Its symbol is denoted A © B, 
i.e., we write AWBW = (A®B)W. Due to [20] (Appendi A) or [31] ec. 185, 
this symbol also satisfies the Assumption 3 3 and is given y 

A@B)(q ( q ( q ^ B}(q (q (45) 

where Re is bounded in S. 
In some simple cases, the representation of 4 0 5 can be determined directly 

As an example, let us consider the case required in ec 4: 

PROPOSITION 6.1 Let be C be some smoot tensor-valued symbol The symbol 
associated with Aw C(q)Dq is given by (q (q) | ( {q)) 

where (q) is matrix-valued with entries ( ki ^iv 

This can e seen by direct evaluation: 

J^i ^-ei u{£) enp((q 

T ^ R - [ q y K ] 3 ± i L 

§ (I (q)) u{q) 

J^ UR JR W ^ ^ ] 
J ^ S S ^ \ ^ u { y ^ 
§ (q)) u{q) 

• [(q)u(q)} \ {q)) u(q) f (q)) «(g) 

(q) qu(q) 

Thus, we find 0 in (45) with (q (q) and (q = i 
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